
Laskasas  
The IN in Spring



Laskasas is putting the IN in Spring!  

 

The days are longer, the sun is shining and the flowers are blossoming. And 

Laskasas is bringing life to your décor! Inspired by the 12 colors featured on 

Pantone’s Spring Color Report 2018, the Portuguese brand designed unique 

pieces that will brighten your decor during the warmer days of the year.  

 

In Spinel living room, all the pieces combine harmoniously, creating a soft 

base for luxurious details. On the couch, cushions in bright red carry the 

liveliness that completes the spirit of this room. Walnut pieces, golden 

stainless steel details and lighting designs with noble materials trend on this 

décor.  

 

 

Moon is a high-back armchair, curved for greater 

comfort, presented here in a youthful green 

fabric with oak feet. The two non-woven details 

that run through the back of the highchair add a 

touch of elegance that elevates this design. 

 

 



Inspired by Pantone’s color Almost Mauve, Reflex 

is a light bronze mirror coffee table ideal for a 

neutral and sober living room. For its lightness, 

simplicity and dimension, it’s a must-have piece 

in any living room decor. 

 

Nothing more says Spring than flowers. Tulip is a 

flower pot with a metal frame and a glass vase, 

shown here with a copper-painted and colorless 

glass structure. This vertical flower box is an 

elegant solution to bring nature and life into the 

decoration. 

 

For outdoors décor, Gum is a unique rectangular 

puff, here presented with a buttoned fabric, in 

navy blue. The simple design is enriched by the 

fabric filled with buttons, for an elegant and fun 

space.  

 

Inspired by the colors of Australia, Sidney is a 

wooden TV shelf with central space for a 

television, surrounded by shelves and 

compartments with doors. The smooth 

combination of materials and colors provide a fun 

look while maintaining a classic style.  

 


